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The refractive index dynamics of InAs/GaAs quantum dot based waveguide absorbers is studied
using heterodyne pump-probe measurements. Absorption reduction due to the pump can be
accompanied by either positive or negative refractive index changes depending on the wavelength
used. This change in sign of the phase amplitude coupling can be understood by considering the
atomlike nature of the quantum dot transitions involved. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3476347�

The study of self assembled quantum dot �QD� based
optical materials and devices was originally motivated by a
desire for atomlike optical properties in a compact solid state
structure. If applied to semiconductor lasers, researchers en-
visioned low phase-amplitude coupling, very high differen-
tial gain, and temperature insensitive operation, however
these expectations have been tempered by the realization that
complicating factors exist such as lack of size control, the
asymmetry in electron and hole effective mass and the ef-
fects of the host matrix.1

Nonetheless, niche application areas have been identified
where QD based structures are outperforming their bulk and
quantum well counterparts, for example monolithic mode
locked lasers.2 Recent reports include very low pulse to pulse
jitter for both harmonically mode locked3 and dual mode
injected devices,4 where the former also demonstrated pa-
rameter insensitive dispersion compensated pulses of 700 fs
duration over a locking range of 100 MHZ, while the latter
showed spectral tuning over 10 nm and large reductions in
time bandwidth product. Additionally, interesting features
such as wavelength bistability with absorber bias voltage
have been reported but remain unexplained.5 Important re-
lated applications include electroabsorption modulators6 and
saturable absorber mirrors.7 Understanding the ultrafast gain
and refractive index dynamics in these novel materials is key
to successful exploitation of these devices. In this paper, we
measure the refractive index dynamics in a waveguide ab-
sorber and show that the pump induced refractive index
changes can be either positive or negative depending on
wavelength.

The QD waveguide absorber device studied was 1 mm
long, had 4� width ridges together with tilted, antireflection
coated facets. It was fabricated from material that included
six stacks of InAs/GaAs QDs in a dots-in-a-well structure,
grown by Zia Inc. �see Ref. 8 for further details of the ma-
terial�. The absorption spectra under reversed biased condi-
tions were measured using a continuous tunable source and

are displayed in Fig. 1. The inhomogeneously broadened
ground state transition is clearly visible around 1320 nm at
0 V. As the reverse voltage is increased, the peak is shifted to
longer wavelengths due to the quantum confined Stark effect
while the absorption reduces due to increased spatial separa-
tion of electron and hole wave functions with increasing
electric field �see Ref. 9 for further explanation of a similar
structure�.

To study the dynamics of the absorption and refractive
index, heterodyne pump probe measurements were carried
out for a variety of wavelengths and reverse voltages, using
pump and probe pulses at the same wavelength. Using this
technique, the ultrafast changes and subsequent recovery in
absorption �and refractive index� due to an incident pump
pulse can be inferred by measuring the amplitude �and
phase� of a probe pulse whose delay with respect to the
pump pulse is varied �see Ref. 10 for further experimental
details�. As reported previously, the absorption recovery dy-
namics can be classified into two regimes depending on re-
verse voltage. At low voltages, carrier dynamics within the
dot together with thermionic emission are the important
mechanisms while at higher voltages, tunneling processes
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Absorption spectra of the QD waveguide absorber as
a function of reverse bias voltage. Wavelengths �and voltages� at which
pump probe measurements were carried out are indicated by arrows �and
bold lines�. In each case, the device was pumped and probed at the same
wavelength.
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dominate.11 In this paper, we concentrate on the low voltage
regime.

Presented in Fig. 2 are the absorption and phase recovery
dynamics at reverse bias voltages of �3V and �5V, respec-
tively, carried out at various wavelengths with a pump power
of 0.5 mW. As is apparent from the absorption data, the
shape of the absorption recovery does not show large
changes with wavelength for either 3 or �5V cases. The
main variations are twofold. First, there is some variation in
the absorption bleaching over the wavelength range due to
the shape of the absorption spectrum �Fig. 1�, and second,
there is a faster absorption recovery around excited state
wavelengths due to Auger dominated carrier dynamics for
excited state carriers.12

In contrast, the phase change associated with pump in-
duced absorption bleaching shows a large variation with
wavelength at both 3 and �5V and can be either positive or
negative. For both reverse bias cases, the magnitude of the
initial phase change due to absorption bleaching is large at
either end of the spectral region, and much smaller close to
the inhomogeneously broadened ground and excited state ab-
sorption maxima. In between these absorption maxima �1270
nm case�, the magnitude is increased to a level similar to that
occurring at either end of the spectral region. The sign of the
phase change also varies with wavelength and switches a
number of times over the spectral region studied in both
reverse bias cases. The region where the sign change occurs
is close to ground and excited absorption maxima in both
voltage cases. Also, when the magnitude of the initial phase
change is large, the shape of the phase recovery is very simi-
lar to that of the gain recovery, containing two stages of
recovery,12 where the magnitude of the initial phase change
seems smaller, in the vicinity of the ground and excited ab-
sorption peaks, the apparent recovery time is much longer
and will be discussed in a later section.

This behavior is in contrast to the forward biased phase
measurements reported previously,13 in which the phase re-
covery dynamics exhibited much larger contributions at long
timescales that implied the role of higher order dot and wet-
ting layer carrier populations in the pump induced phase

change and recovery. In our reversed bias case, the lack of
large, long timescale components, and similarity of phase
and gain dynamics in some spectral regions would suggest
against such a strong role for nonresonant carriers in this
case. Also, the sign of the pump induced phase change across
the ground state is consistent with that expected from a
simple artificial atom.

In order to further investigate the spectral dependence of
the phase dynamics and the impact of the relatively wide
spectrum of our ultrafast pulses �20 nm�, a bandpass filter
�bandwidth 10 nm� was inserted just before the final detector
to examine the phase dynamics for different groups of modes
and compare those to that measured for the entire pulse. The
results of such a measurement are shown in Fig. 3 at two
different wavelengths, for a reverse voltage of �3V.

As is clear from panels �a� and �c� in Fig. 3, apart from
small amplitude changes, filtering the pulse before detection
does not have a large effect on the measured absorption dy-
namics. However, in the case of the phase dynamics a much
different situation exists. At the maximum of the ground state
absorption �1320 nm, panel �b��, the initial phase change for
the total pulse is small and negative while the filtered cases
show different behaviors depending on which spectral region
of the pulse is examined. For the central portion the phase
change is small and positive, for the short wavelength side,
the change is large and positive and for the long wavelength
side, the change is large and negative. Thus, the phase of the
total pulse contains canceling contributions from either side
of the ground state maximum absorption, across both stages
of phase dynamics.

At a longer central wavelength of 1340 nm �panel �d��,
the initial phase shift also shows a variation across the pulse
spectrum, containing large contributions from central and
longer wavelengths and a very small contribution from
shorter wavelengths �toward the peak absorption�, resulting
in an intermediate phase change for the total pulse. Such
behavior is consistent with the artificial atom picture of the
QD. In the low voltage reverse bias case, nonresonant wet-
ting layer states do not play a significant role in the phase

FIG. 2. �Color online� Absorption and phase recovery
dynamics taken at reverse voltages of –3 V and –5 V.
The laser’s repetition rate was 80 MHz.
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change associated with pump induced absorption bleaching,
in contrast to the forward biased amplifying regime of op-
eration.

To summarize, a pump probe investigation of the refrac-
tive index dynamics in a QD waveguide absorber has been
carried out at various reverse voltage levels and wavelengths.
In particular, the sign of the refractive index dynamics de-
pends on the sign of detuning from the local absorption
maximum with much smaller refractive index changes occur-
ring at maximum due to cancellation between positive and
negative detuned frequencies. As a result, the alpha-factor for
the absorber can vary significantly with wavelength and can
be positive or negative. This behavior, unique to QD based
absorbers, is due to their atomlike transitions and could ex-
plain some features that have been reported in QD based
mode-locked lasers such as the wavelength bistability with
absorber voltage reported in Ref. 5. Such sign changes do
not occur in the forward biased gain regime due the presence
of significant carrier populations in higher-lying dot and wet-
ting layer states.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The effect of spectral filtering of
the signal just before the final detector for two different
central wavelengths at a reverse voltage of –3 V. Dif-
ferent wavelength groups are selected by rotating the
bandpass filter.
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